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Smart Temperature and Humidity sensor HomeKit NEO NAS-TH07BH ZigBee

Zigbee HomeKit Temperature and Humidity Sensor NEO NAS-TH07BH
Keep  everything  under  control.  The  NEO  NAS-TH07BH  sensor  will  allow  you  to  better  take  care  of  the  conditions  in  your  home.  It
measures temperature and air humidity – measurement results can be found in the application. The device is compatible with Tuya and
Apple Home ecosystems, and also works with voice assistants Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa. It is also very easy to configure and
can be powered in two ways – via micro USB or with AA batteries.
 
Precise measurements, convenient access to information
Keep  your  finger  on  the  pulse  and  enjoy  convenient  access  to  information  about  the  conditions  in  your  home.  The  NEO  sensor  can
precisely measure temperature (from -10°C to 50°C) and air humidity (from 1% to 95%), and measurement results are available in the
application. So, you can check anytime if everything is okay, and if necessary, turn on the heater or humidifier.
 
Convenient control
After connecting the sensor to a HomeKit or Zigbee gateway (sold separately), you will gain the ability to pair it with other devices and
create smart scenes. Thanks to this, you can for example make the air conditioner turn on automatically when the temperature exceeds
a certain value,  and if  the humidity  drops below a set  level,  the air  humidifier  will  start  working.  The possibilities  are really  vast!  The
product is also compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Home assistants, allowing you to control it  with your voice. Now, just a few
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words are enough to find out, for example, what temperature prevails in a selected room!
 
Simple installation, quick configuration
Installing the sensor will not cause you any problems – you can attach it to the wall or simply place it on a table or shelf. Its configuration
is also very simple and quick – just use the application and follow a few simple steps. You won't lose too much valuable time on it!
 
2 power supply options
The socket can be powered in 2 ways. It has been equipped with a micro USB port, which allows you to connect it to a standard charger
or power bank. There is also the option of powering it with AA batteries. This way, you can prepare for various circumstances and be sure
that  the  device  will  work  even  during  power  outages.  You  can  conveniently  check  the  battery  status  in  the  application  and  receive
notifications about low charge levels.
 
 
ManufacturerNEOModelNAS-TH07BHPower  supplyMicro  USB  5  V  /  1  A  or  1x  AA  battery  1.5  VCurrent  consumption  in  standby  mode45
uATemperature measurement accuracy0.3°CAir humidity measurement accuracy6% RHTemperature and humidity detection interval300
sTemperature  detection  rangeFrom  -10°C  to  60°CHumidity  detection  rangeFrom  1%RH  to  95%RH  (no  condensation)Communication
standardZigbee IEEE 802.15.4RangeUp to 45 mDimensions82 x 27 x 23 mmCompatibilityTuya, Apple HomeKit, Google Assistant, Amazon
Alexa

Preço:

Antes: € 11.5005

Agora: € 8.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control, Elementy wykonacze, Performance elements,
Czujniki, Sensors
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